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ABSTRACT 

The electronics industry is one of the most demanding market sectors, in which flexibility and response 

capability constitute the basis for success. Lead-time reduction is one way of increasing productivity and 

improving companies’ competitiveness. This case study was developed at a company in the electronics sector 

specialized in manufacturer of discrete semiconductors and passive electronic component. Each assembly line is 

used to manufacture various references to optimize resources, being the reduction of setup times is imperative. 

This study presents the approach developed on an assembly line, assigned as a pilot project in the 

implementation of the SMED methodology, complemented by other Lean tools, aiming to reduce the waste 

inherent to tool changes. The solutions developed enabled one to achieve a weekly reduction of approximately 

50 % in the time due to setups, contributing by this way to an increase in assembly-line availability as well as to 

a productive capacity increase. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The globalization brought an increase in companies’ competition, generated as well the need for an improved 

Flexibility [1]. The manufacture of great diversity in small quantities is a condition which requires extremely 

frequent setups [2]. Thus, companies must find a way to reduce setup times and eliminate wasting time, as well 

limit activities without real added value [3]. Lean tools establish the principles that aim to reduce wastes by 

improving the methodologies used to respond to this product mix [4]. The methodology developed by Shigeo 

Shingo, denominated as SMED (single minute exchange of die) proposes that setups should be carried out 

within a maximum time period of 10 minutes. This can be achieved by means of the tasks rationalization 

undertaken by the machine operator [5]. This work was developed at a electronics components manufacturer, 

having as main goals optimizing the setup times on an assembly line by adopting SMED methodologies in 

association to other Lean tools. The organization and standardization of tasks changed the entire process into 

one that is faster and more intuitive. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The demand for diversity has imposed the adoption of the Toyota Production System (TPS), which results in the 

production of smaller lots [6]. There is a direct relation between lot size and setup times [4].The SMED 

methodology was developed by Shingo (1985), who essentially described it as a scientific approach to reduce 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semiconductor
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setup times. By focusing on the elimination of the waste associated to tool changeovers in the setup phase, 

SMED allows for the reduction of lot sizes and enables one to meet the fluctuation of demand. It further 

eliminates the waste inherent to stock build up and enhances a reduction in lead time [8,9]. A fundamental 

aspect of the SMED methodology relates to its features of internal and external activities. All of the setup 

activities which do not interfere directly with the equipment, and which can be carried out without interrupting 

production, are designated as being external activities. Those which imply a stoppage in the equipment running 

are described as internal activities. The correct separation of the two is what fundamentally contributes to a 

reduction in setup times [10,11]. In sum, the SMED methodology consists of three stages, when aiming to 

reduce setup times [12,13]: 1st Stage - Separating internal from external activities; 2nd Stage – Transforming 

internal activities into external; 3rd Stage – Reducing and eliminating internal and external activities. The 

preliminary phase consists of identifying setup operations and tools. The purpose of this phase lies in acquiring 

an extremely good understanding of the entire setup process [14]. This set of procedures demands continuous 

monitoring of the process, which is crucial if one is to achieve good results. The operational method ensuing 

from the result obtained through SMED must be recorded; the purpose of this register is to promote standard 

work and act as a basis for the training and improvement of teams [15]. SMED application results lie in higher 

productivity, less stock, improved quality, reduced lead-time, greater flexibility and smaller lot sizes [17]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In this project SMED concept with other lean tools (5S, standard work), has been used to reduce change over 

time. SMED concept consist of three stages, In stage first internal and external set up are separated after that in 

second stage, internal set up converted to external set up. In third stage, stream lined all aspects of set up 

operation. After proceeding with an analysis of the results and quantification of the gains achieved. 

5. Analysis and optimization of set up times for the assembly line: 

Based on analysis undertaken regarding the procedure used in setup tasks various problem were detected; these 

resulted in a process which was lengthy and rather non intuitive below table represents problem and description. 

Table 1.Problems identified in the execution of setups 

Sr.no. Problems Description 

1. 
Linear feeder 

Lead screw mechanism used for linear feeder setting. 

2. 

Product stopping 

Position of cell stopping is fixed. Vertical movement is provided 

with the help of lead screw. 

3. Jaw opening Opening of jaw is fixed at maximum capacitor thickness. 

4. 
Kink tool replacement 

setting 

Kink tool jaw movement is standardized with proper opening 

setting. Disorganized tools is arranged in proper arrangement. 

5. Product holding jaw tape 

replacement 

Tape used for grabbing of capacitor is replaced by rubber gripper 

6. Product pushing cylinder Height Adjustment of capacitor on anvil is standardized. 
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5.1 Working of capacitor tapping machine: 

In capacitor taping machine, there are seven steps (refer following figure).These are as follows; 

5.1.1 Vibro-bowl feeder:-This is a vibrating bowl which contains number of capacitors and this work on 

electromagnetic field. Due to this field causes and vibration in the bowl and rotate circular. This has given 

provision to pass the capacitor into linear feeder. 

5.1.2 Linear feeder:-This feeder holds capacitor and passes to product feeding assembly. Sensors are provided 

for controlling vibro-bowl feeder. 

5.1.3 Product feeding assembly:- These are as follows; 

5.1.3.1 Holding of capacitor. 

5.1.3.2 Product pushing cylinder- This pushes capacitor on anvil which gives range for taping capacitor. 

5.1.3.3 Kinking Assembly- Kink is done as per our requirement. For example: 6e to 6e, 6e to 4e 

5.1.3.4 Electric parameter checker- It check electric parameter. 

5.1.3.5 Defect founder - If any defects like electric parameter as well as capacitance is not fulfill company’s 

requirement then it will rejected. 

5.1.3.6 Pitch correction - Correction of capacitor‘s pitch check by this pitch correction. 

5.1.4 Tape feeding assembly - There are two types of tapes (white and brown). Which passes through heater and 

between them capacitor is hold .After pressing of roller two tapes are fixed. 

5.1.5.Tape Punching - Punching of tape is done in this process. 

5.1.6.Ammo packing- Packing is done by circularly shape on fixed table.  

5.1.7. Profile Project- This checks profile of capacitors, only right profiles are accepted. 

 
Fig 1.Capacitor tapping process 
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5.2 Implementation of solutions: 

The next section make a detailed of the description and solutions proposed to organize and identify the set up 

tool in an intuitive way, as well as to adopt fast changing the tools. One also sought to ensure that tool 

component always available and that internal activities were separated from the external ones      

5.2.1 Linear feeder setting: 

As there were three nut and bolt for adjusting distance between two metal strips which allows path for capacitor. 

These screws were adjusted by try and error method for every changeover which in turn increasing time. We 

added lead screw mechanism which allows adjusting of all three screws by means of one screw only. 

                                                                                                                          

     

Fig 2.Linear feeder setting 

5.2.2 Product Stopper setting: 

    Similarly here also same mechanism is used stop capacitor at the end of linear feeder of different height 

       

Fig 3: Product stopper setting 

5.2.3 Jaw opening setting:- 

Opening of jaw is fixed at maximum capacitor thickness, so that frequent jaw opening setting is eliminated. 
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5.2.4 Kink tool replacement setting:- 

Kink tool jaw movement is standardized with proper opening setting Disarrange tools are arranged in proper 

arrangement. 

5.2.6 Jaw tape replacement:- 

Tape used for grabbing of capacitor is replaced by rubber gripper. Rubber used for gripper is made of 

Polyurethane.Before, tape were used for grabbing capacitor which needs to be replaced after some time as its 

stickiness causing problems while traveling of capacitor between jaws. It is replaced by rubber by creating 

groove in jaws and fixing permanently. 

           

Fig 4.Jaw tape replacement setting 

5.3 Result Analysis: 

Table2. Result table    

Sr.No. Activity Before time(min) After time(min) 

1 Linear feeder 22 2 

2 Product stopping 8 1 

3 Jaw opening 3 0 

4 Kink tool 

replacement setting 
24 

8 

5 Product holding 

jaw tape 

replacement 

14 

0 

6 Product pushing 

cylinder 
19 

2 

 

Before the implementation, operator required too much time for the changeover also it was trial and error 

method. After improvements were implemented, on daily basis time required for changeover dropped from 90 

mins to 13mins. 
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

The study was developed with the aim of reducing setup times through the application of SMED methodology, 

in association to other lean tools (5S, visual management) so as to increase flexibility and productivity on 

capacitor taping machine at the electronic sector company. The main goal was achieved by means of the 

implementation of various improvement action targeted to tools organization and identification, tool types, 

reorganization of internal and external tasks, detailed set up files, visual aids and the operator training. During 

whole day on the line to execute setups was reduced by at least 50% to corresponding to 90 min.    
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